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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report (GWW)
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
The Superbowl half time shows have now become synonymous with revealing satanic images,
hidden messages, and sexual innuendos. Each show telling another tale of evil and perversion, all
under the guise of being entertainment, while subliminal messages flash and appear, brainwashing
the unsuspecting viewers.

In this edition of the global watch weekly we discover why a music band such as Coldplay would be
chosen to be the main music artist taking advantage of the short commercial break during the 2016
Super Bowl half time.
Enjoy
Rema Marketing

COLDPLAY ‐ SUPER BOWL 2016
COLDPLAY ‐ NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
When we first heard Coldplay was going to be
the headline at the 50th Super Bowl in 2016; we
were shocked. Why would the NFL and Pepsi
choose such a underwhelming tone for their big
extravaganza?... I mean talk about a major shift
from the likes of Madonna, Beyonce and Kate
Perry. However once you investigate the profile
of Coldplay it becomes clear as day as to why
they are this years Illuminati affiliate.

But then the reality is that the Super Bowl is just
a tool the Illuminati uses to push the agenda's
message to the masses. People keep taking it in
at record numbers (*it's the number one viewed
television event every single year); so why not
send out the conditioning through this high profile
ritual

If you're new to the concept of the high profile
ritual it starts with the idea that energy works on a
subconscious level. Energy emitted in certain
forms (e.g. symbolism, colors, sounds, music,
etc.) is picked up by the mind of the unaware
observer. This energy contains a hidden
message or concept that is later used by the
source to further their agenda or "will" (e.g. the
"Illuminati" or occult magicians).

festooned with a sun emblem on national
television, the half time show has become a tool
to broadcast powerful occult symbols into millions
of unsuspecting football fans’ homes.
The 2012 performance, for example, featured
Madonna sitting on the throne of baphomet, and
making baphomet-like hand gestures.

Then there was Beyonce’s 2013 show, in which
she made it a point to prominently display the allseeing eye hand symbol for all to see.

In 2015 Kate Perry appeared riding on a beast in
representation of Mystery Babylon.

The fact that the Super Bowl is the most watched
television event of the year tells us that this is the
vehicle used to push an agenda. Ever since
Janet Jackson’s 2004 “Nipple-gate” show, where
boy band all-star Justin Timberlake tore
Jackson’s dress, exposing a bare nipple
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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‘Avengers’ of the music industry.

THE PROFILE OF COLDPLAY
The lead singer Chris Martin formed Coldplay
with lead guitarist Jonny Buckland at University
College London with Guy Berryman and Will
Champion joining later. They're known for their
album selling dominance in the 2000s and their
charitable efforts. They're songs are typically
emotional-soft rock and suited for satisfying most
everyone who listens (e.g. the dentist office).

Its a bit pretentious but that is not surprising
because of the history of many of these artists
claiming they are actually gods.

Most of the band leads fairly normal lives;
however Chris Martin turns out to be an
interesting character. For instance, we’ve learned
that his great-great-grandfather was William
Willett; the man responsible for daylight savings
time.
His connections to the hip hop world are
unexpected if you consider Coldplay's music.
He's had collaborations with rappers and
musicians such as Jay-Z, Rihanna, and Kanye
West- all "Illuminati" affiliates:

Are these artists claiming to be kings of the
ancient pagan tribes? Are they going to continue
pushing occult beliefs, but only through those
who are not only willing to be participants, but
paying participants?… That takes the magical
contract to another level, if you’re willing to
believe that theory.
Listening to Martin's music would never suggest
he was in tune with hip hop, but one of the main
factors to the Illuminati agenda is the merging of
pop music with hip hop. Coldplay's Chris Martin
turns out to be one of the key enablers to this
project which ultimately seeks to expose the
youth to the darker side of rap music (e.g. ritual
magick, Illuminati symbolism, etc.).
CHRIS MARTINS RELIGIOUS VIEWS
If you consider Chris Martin's religious views you
can begin to see more into what drives him and
the band. In a 2008 interview on Independent.ie
Martin gave some kind of pagan insight into his
beliefs:

"Have I rediscovered God?" he ponders. "Um.
No. I'm always trying to work out what he or she
or it is. I'm not sure who's right. I don't know if it's
Allah or Jesus or Mohammed or Zeus." Pause.
"I'd maybe go for Zeus," says this First Class
Honours graduate in Ancient World Studies
He was also part of the TIDAL music service. The (University College London, class of 1999). "I lay
commercial for TIDAL proceeds to make claims claim to being the only person in the world who
that this service puts the power back in the hands still believes in Zeus."
of the artists and that they are somehow the
5
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"It's to do with wonder, isn't it? The opposite of
depression. Anything that we think is incredible
and beautiful and wonderful, we ascribe to
something that we don't know what it is. Because
no one can explain to you where a rose bush or
Jaffa Cakes really come from. And God is just a
nice word to sing. But it isn't any specific god. It's
more . . . orpheistic."

about Kabbalah, meditation, yoga, drugs, etc.
because they all tend to lean towards a
communion of the body with the spirit world. This
is also a belief held with practitioners of occult
ritual magick, ghost hunters, and even Satanists.

If you keep reading the interview you find that the
word wasn't "orpheistic" but rather "All-theistic"; a
term Martin made up for believing in "everything."
He may have been slightly joking about
worshipping Zeus, but we wouldn't be all that
surprised since these deities of the ancient world
are continually worshipped by those in the
"Illuminati."

The group we refer to as the "Illuminati" seem to
hold true to ancient traditions that go back
through the Roman/Greek/Egyptian variety. In
these pagan religions they've worshipped
multiple deities (such as Zeus) and learned of the
occult practices through secret mystery schools.
The knowledge relayed to the appropriate
initiates was forced further underground with the
advent of Christianity.

They all seek to make contact with the entities on
the "other side", which nobody can be certain of
who these disembodied spirits claim to be. The
theory is that the entities are actually demonic
entities, and the followers of seemingly
"mainstream" practices such as yoga are in grave
danger of being possessed by a spirit that wants
to cause great harm.

You can guess that they would be a bit
overzealous to overthrow their Christian
oppressors and would use any means to do so.
One such theory is that the New Age movement
is a covert and deceitful campaign by Satan to do
such a thing.
I know that's a bold statement to gloss over, and
there are layers of complexity but lets just say
that the New Age movement starts linking into all
kinds of occult philosophy when you learn more
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Maybe Martin isn't able to see the actual
connections with New Age and the Eastern
religions or Kabbalah- but he seemed to find
issues with it when he split with Gwyneth Paltrow
in 2009 due to her adherence to Kabbalah:

also embodied as black and white- duality and
opposites:

While Chris Martin hasn't subscribed to
Kabbalah, he has been known for dabbling in
Hollywood's favorite Eastern religion practices
like yoga and meditation which are the "gateway
drugs" into the deeper, darker, more esoteric
concepts that most aren't aware of.
For example, in Stephen
Flowers, Lords of the LeftHand Path we see the
history of the followers of
more
occult
forms
of
Hinduism truly believe they
are conducting a ritual:
In a left-hand-path context,
the
aghori
sage
Vimalananda relates that the aim of kundalini
yoga is to reunite Shiva and Shakti, in order to recreate Shiva in his eternal form (as Sadashiva):
“Sadashiva’s left side is female and right side is
male; the two principles have united but have not
merged.
You see here that the
pursuit is to unite the
female with the male, a
concept which is veiled
often in works of
entertainment.
You'll
notice
that
the
Baphomet
symbol
shows us the male and
female as one and it is
for a similar purpose:
The Kabbalah Tree of Life also utilizes this
concept with a left side (path of the goddess) and
right side path. The reconciliation of the two
drives up between the two pillars as the third/
perfected pillar:
We see the same concept used with the twin
pillars- Boaz and Jachin. These two pillars are

Going between these twin pillars symbolizes the
entrance to a place of the unknown- a place
where the initiate will receive enlightenment. The
"Illuminati" is alleged to be somewhat
synonymous with Freemasonry, and these pillars
are part of the rich history of Freemasonry as
well. The founder of Freemasonry, Hiram Abiff,
built Solomon's Temple and was the originator of
these pillars as the "portals of mystery" which is
why they are at the entrance to every Masonic
Temple.
WHAT DOES COLDPLAY SING ABOUT?
Parachutes: The debut album saw the smash hit
Yellow give the band dominance in the early
2000s. On the Howard Stern Show, Chris Martin
told Howard that they give different meanings of
the origin of Yellow and there is no single origin.
He once said that the color yellow represents the
band's mood with brightness and optimism.
Occultists believe in the power of colors greatly
and New Age occultist Alice Bailey once said that
"...the three major rays are red, blue, and yellow." - Esoteric
Healing, A Treatise on the Seven Rays, Alice Bailey

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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"It was a positive life changing experience for me and I am
glad I went through that experience'. -Steve Jobs on a
government security clearance interview

The lyrics to The Scientist are mostly about
relationship issues but you'll notice mention of
"progress" and the promise of the new religion of
science:
Questions of science; science and progress Do not speak
as loud as my heart

Later on in that same writing, Bailey tells us
something about evolution which I'll go into in a
bit:
The influence of the fourth Ray of Harmony and Beauty,
and the developing power of the fifth Ray of Knowledge
(synonymous to the merging of the intuition and the
intellect in highly evolved man) have a definite effect upon
the vegetable kingdom and upon the human aura. Yelloworange shines forth in both. - Esoteric Healing, A Treatise
on the Seven Rays, Alice Bailey

A Rush of Blood to the Head: This album
featured a track called The Scientist that was
inspired by George Harrison's 1970 album All
Things Must Pass which was influenced by
Timothy Leary.

The point we're going to eventually get at is the
occult/Illuminati belief in the evolution of
consciousness. The Illuminati believe deeply in
evolution and the perfection of mankind into
Supermen (not all that different from Hitler's
Aryan superman pursuits-- he got these ideas
from Blavatsky and Alice Bailey Theosophical
theories).
The Scientist features a video in which we find
Chris Martin's girlfriend being killed in a car
accident. This is typical of Illuminati initiates
because the blood sacrifice marks one's loyalty to
the group. To support this further, the video starts
out with Martin on a mattress in the peculiar
shape…

...this is the hangman Tarot card and it indicates
the blood sacrifice:

If you're not familiar with Leary's role in this big
game there is a lot of information on the web
about his involvement with the CIA, and occultists
Johnny Depp and Aleister Crowley.
To make one more connection with Leary and
LSD; Coldplay also performed at Steve Jobs'
memorial who once said about LSD:
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Not surprisingly, Chris Martin shows us the All
Seeing Eye again, this time with the shadow over
his right eye. The video we see this is from A
Rush of Blood to the Head's track called God Put
a Smile Upon Your Face.

In ancient Egyptian beliefs the right eye of Horus
is the eye of sun while the left eye is the moon
eye; we're still talking about the occult beliefs in
the duality of mankind:
X & Y: This album marked a change in tone with
lyrics that seem to support the idea of chaos or
disorganization.

Space Odyssey. While most might consider this a
simple reference, we see the underlying
inspiration as that of Nihilism which also springs
forth the anarchist agenda.
The reason for this is
because
Also
sprach
Zarathustra was inspired
by Friedrich Nietzsche's
Thus Spoke Zarathrustra
novel.
Again, this is a more
philosophical and in-depth
discussion than we have
time for, but you can see
connections with 2001: A
Space Odyssey because Stanley Kubrick knew
about the Illuminati's plan to advance the
evolution of consciousness through the
Alchemical process which we see in films such
as The Shining, 2001, A Clockwork Orange, and
Eyes Wide Shut.
Talk, In this video Coldplay shows us their
emergence from a UFO- yet another example of
the evolution of consciousness by the Illuminati:
They are ultimately trying to open us up to the
next stage of mankind through two avenues:
aliens and transhumanism. They are currently
selling us on the idea that aliens not only exist,
but are superior to us.

This is another agenda of the Illuminati to push
the evolution of consciousness to the next stepanarchy and chaos. Previously they have tried
communism, capitalism, monarchies, etc. and the
next step is anarchy.
Wikipedia details the album's theme:
"…theme is also reflective of the random, incomprehensible
pattern on the album's cover (until you "fix" it using the
Baudot Code)."

The opening track called Square One used Also
sprach Zarathustra- a familiar track from 2001: A

Since it's heresy to not accept evolution; you
must also believe that the aliens have had more
time to evolve than us, so they are in fact
superior to us. Further down this spiral you'll
subscribe to the idea that aliens even seeded us
and are our gods.
9
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The Hardest Part: In the video for we see
Coldplay performing on the Masonic black and
white tile known as "Moses Pavement." Again,
this is the black and white duality of mankind
where they merge male and female to make a
"perfected" form:

Many of you maybe familiar with this "X" which
symbolizes the welcoming of the Beast of the
Abyss or the Antichrist. While this may simply be
an "X" on the wood, I ask you why it would be so
purposefully placed here?
In that same video we see the moon giving us the
Strawberry Swing: In the video for we see Chris All Seeing Eye which could also be a reference to
Martin meeting an other-worldly woman who the first science-fiction film of all time; A Trip to
takes him to another planet. This is the furthering the Moon.
of the superiority of the alien race. The initiate
(Martin) is educated on the ways of the Cosmos
as he turns into the "Superman."

You'll notice Saturn makes an appearance in the
background as well- a classic symbol of Illuminati
affiliation.

Christmas Lights In 2010 Coldplay released a
Christmas album that featured a video for
Christmas Lights worth mentioning.
First we saw the "X" prominently placed by
Martin's head:

The importance of sci-fi films in the Illuminati is
great to say the least. They use the films to push
the agenda and implant certain themes and
messages which the masses consume as fast as
they can crank them out. Have you noticed how
popular super hero films are? These are the
super men and "evolved" beings that are meant
to supplant us eventually.
Mylo Xyloto: This album featured a comic book
story that paralleled a lot of the stuff we've talked
about already. We've got the idea that mankind is
suppressed by the Silencia government who
seeks to destroy all sounds and colors.
The government uses media and propaganda to
push their message, meanwhile the creatives
(called "sparkers") are the real heroes here.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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GHOST STORIES
In 2014 the band's attraction to the occult dark
arts progressed through an album called Ghost
Stories. Like we already saw, Martin's interest in
"alternative" religions and the occult led him to
consult with a sufi teacher:
The idea of Ghost Stories, for me, was "how do you let the
things that happen to you in the past – your ghosts – how
do you let them affect your present and your future?"
Because there was a time when I was feeling like they
were going to drag me down and ruin my life, and the lives
of those around me. -Chris Martin to Zane Lowe, Wikipedia

This is ironic because the Illuminati are using the
music industry to push their propaganda and
message, so it seems like the band is pointing
the finger away from themselves somewhat.
Every Teardrop is a Waterfall In this video we
see hidden messages in the background like the
All Seeing Eye- notice it's a right eye of Horus the
sun god

Again, there's nothing overly "evil" here, but you
can see the spirit of the art comes from the same
resources used by occult magicians such as
Aleister Crowley. In fact, in Lords of the Left
Hand Path we see that these resources are used
by a wide variety of practitioners:
Plato has arrived at a rational and noetic method of
attainment of godhood formerly attained in the mysteries by
means of initiatory experiences and dramatic ordeals as
well as purifications and physical austerities. The idealistic
philosophy and noetic methods of Platonism would, in the
history of Western systems of initiation, be used as the
underlying structure augmented and complemented by
every sort of initiatory, philosophical, and magical
technology in the ancient world.
This synthesis would emerge in Neoplatonism (from the
second century CE onward) from which it would spread into
many varied speculative initiatory schools, such as
Kabbalism, Sufism, as well as Christian mysticism.

Much like other Illuminati-affiliated artists we see
Martin using the powers of the hidden realm to
have supernatural powers like levitation:

We also see the illuminated pyramid- a classic
Illuminati sign that is shown to us on the Great
Seal of the United States.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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pillars (at the bottom center). The pyramids are
formed on the sides of the album cover as well.

A HEAD FULL OF DREAMS
Finally we've arrived at the latest album of
Coldplay. We can see the progression of the
occult knowledge through the history of albums
and this last one shows us one final push of
symbolism.

The video for Adventure of a Lifetime depicts the
evolution of apes as they learn from the Dr. Dre
beast speaker and teach each other how to sing
and dance. The analogies this draws to Stanley
Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey is more than
obvious X&Y album had the opening track from
2001 featured on it).
Much like the alchemical transformation seen in
2001: A Space Odyssey, the ape teaches the
other apes how to evolve like himself.
Eventually the band is tasked to "evolve the
consciousness" of the entire tribe.

The album artwork shows us the 19-circle Flower
of Life which is part of the sacred geometry that
the Illuminati so often use:

...and the evolution of mankind is complete, only
to be pushed further into a new direction deemed
by the "Illuminati".

Jonny Buckland told the BBC that this album was
Coldplay's "night to the day" compared to their
last album. This fits the mold of the occult
aspects of duality where one is only perfected
when they harness both sides of their personality.
In American Horror Story: Hotel we hear Lady
Gaga (The Countess) telling us that every man
has a shadow side they must feed and this is
precisely how the occult thinks. It's only when we
confront the "Beast of the Abyss" that we can
become enlightened (Crowley called this
Choronzon).

We see the theme of the shadow side of the soul
play out with the track Kaleidoscope that is about
Martin's breakup with Gwyneth Paltrow. The
lyrics are slightly altered from the original 13th
century Rumi poem but the idea of letting "dark
thoughts" into ones conscious remains.
The original poem said this:
The dark thought, the shame, the malice, meet
them at the door laughing,and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes, because each
has been sent as a guide from beyond.
"A guide from beyond" is just another reference
to the ultimate goal of contacting extraterrestrial
entities and disembodied spirits.

In the artwork for Adventure of a Lifetime we can
see the symbols of Saturn, along with the twin
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Beyonce and Blue Ivy make an appearance on
the album as well (yes- the three year old child of
Jay-Z and Beyonce). This isn't Blue's first musical
appearance so it's obvious the girl is being
groomed for the music industry.
Coldplay have a hidden track on this album
called X Marks the Spot on the Army of One song
which most don't realize is the same inference to
the Illuminati Mark of the Beast.

The X Marks the Spot does indeed support the
theory because we hear Chris Martin talking
about staring into the Abyss to dissolve his ego
and find his "true" self:
Stare into darkness... Staring at doom

Taking the center “G” path leads the follower into
the realm known as the Abyss; which is similar to
the previously mentioned “unknown” realm. This
path is referred to as the “pillar of
consciousness” (recall that there are three
distinct paths up the Tree of Life referred to as
pillars).
This Abyss is more or less the
shortcut of reaching the top
most Sephirot. In Liber 418
(The Vision and the Voice),
occultist
Aleister
Crowley
detailed his journey through the
Abyss using John Dee and
Edward
Kelley’s
Enochian
magick rituals.
This book would help form the foundations of his
Thelema belief system, and describe the Scarlet
Whore, aka the Thelema goddess, Babalon. In
this book, Aleister Crowley himself even warned
of entering into the Abyss because it is guarded
by a demon (or a “dweller” as he calls it) named
Choronzon...
The lyrics to Adventure of a Lifetime suggests the
ritual magic we hear so often from occultists who
practice ceremonial magick (the "k" denotes it as
different from stage magic):

My heart go boom Bo-boom boom
Stare into darkness, admit defeat Coming home
and I'm finding no pieces!
(So I reach for it)
Wherever you are, I'll find that treasure!
The song that contains this hidden track (Army of
One) we hear mention of the Whore of Babylon:
Been around the world Wonders to view
Been around the world Looking for someone like
you Pyramids shine, Babylon too!
But the beautifulest treasures lie in the deepest
blue

turn your magic on, to me she’d sayeverything
you want’s a dream away under this pressure
under this weight we are diamonds
They believe in employing ceremonial magick in
order to draw the power of the dark side (aka
"universe") in order to pursue their "Will." It
appears that the Will of the band's final album is
to call upon the goddess of destruction- the
Scarlet Whore of Babylon; no different than Katy
Perry's 2015 Super Bowl performance:
Now we've come full circle to where the Super
Bowl was the Illuminati’s main tool for pushing
the agenda through subconscious programming
and subliminal messaging. We see that
Coldplay's final album appears to be colorful on
the outside but when you dissect the lyrics it
seems that they are looking into the Abyss.
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Combining this knowledge with the previous
Super Bowl's Whore of Babylon symbolism one
fears that we may be seeing the beckoning of the
Beast of the Abyss.

science and business; it has, in fact, been an important
intention of modern thought to provide such a god.” -Father
Seraphim Rose, Nihilism, The Stage of Nihilistic Dialectic

Ultimately, this whole thing comes back to "The"
spiritual battle.

PREDICTIONS ABOUT COLDPLAY
One thing that we do admire about Coldplay is
their refusal of being used for advertising rights.
They've turned down many multi-million dollar
offers to use their songs in product placement
from the blue chip companies- which most bands
can't claim. It seems that Coldplay aren't the
typical puppets used for pushing the symbolism,
so we fear that we'll see other acts bring it on
instead- similar to how Katy Perry brought Missy
Elliott on stage in 2015.
If Coldplay pushes any kind of symbolism we can
expect it to be of the New Age variety. Their
mainstream fan base would surely find this in
"good taste" while not seeing the dark side of
these practices. We’d go further on a limb and
suggest they'll continue to the call upon the
Scarlet Whore of Babylon in some form. Given
the lyrics to their hidden track called X Marks the
Spot and other dark lyrics on their latest effort,
We’d say chances are good we'll be subjected to
something of occult influence.

As much as many would like to avoid talking
about this, it leads to the battle between
Christianity and the deception of Satan to lure us
into the darkness. Some call this the Abyss,
others call it Hell, but either way at the end of the
day We’ve found that the entire agenda is about
deceiving many to fall away from Jesus Christ
and proclaim man as their new "god."
The dogma of science is proving this truer every
day and the influence of the arts is driving the
point home by furthering the "alternative"
religions that actually disguise many of the occult
secrets as honest practices.
We don't know that any of the ideas presented
explicitly implicate Chris Martin or Coldplay as
key figures in the big Illuminati agenda. However
they are most definitely being used as pawns for
the Illuminati; like most people in the
entertainment industry. Sadly it seems that you
have to toe the line if you want to really get the
publicity and marketing that only the "big
machine" can provide...

Given the fact that Pepsi has been part of the
"YOLO" ("You Only Live Once" which Pepsi also
disguised as "#LiveForNow") movement we
suspect we'll see a continuance of the ideology of
satisfying one's personal desires and Crowley's
"Will." This all part of satisfying the ego and
making man at the center of daily worship while
skipping the "tedious" requirement of organized
religion.
Father Seraphim Rose wrote a book called
Nihilism: The Root of the Revolution of the
Modern Age that uncovers this topic and sums it
up perfectly:
“He makes Himself known only to humble faith- a fact
bound to alienate the proud modern intelligence. A "new
god" is clearly required by modern man, a god more closely
fashioned after the pattern of such central modern
concerns as
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